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LeapStart Module One 
 
SLIDE ONE - Hello everyone!  I want to congratulate you for making the commitment to yourself and your 
business by signing up for the Entrepreneurial Leap Start Program!  
 
As you go through these five modules and do the work associated with each module, you are going to get 
an amazingly strong foundation for your business. And get really clear on the market you’re here to serve, 
who your divine ideal clients are, what pain your divine ideal clients are experiencing that you can help 
heal, what their deepest desires are and how you can make an even bigger contribution in their 
transformation than you are today. Plus a whole lot more!   
 
This program is designed to do in approximately 6 weeks time.  Usually people take about a week in 
between each module, except between modules 3 & 4 where they will take a little longer to give time to 
conduct a series of Center of Influence Interviews.  With that said, do it at the pace that feels light and 
right to you.  Some people listen to the whole series first and then go back and do the homework, 
sometimes watching and listening to the modules again for a second or even third time.  I’ve provided the 
slide decks, the MP4 videos, downloadable MP3 audios and transcripts so you can easily refer back to 
information and support yourself in whatever way works best for your learning style.   
 
The process I’ll be teaching you, I’ve done with over 300 one-on-one clients, so this is definitely not my 
first rodeo with this, and I want you to know that with most of my clients with established businesses, it 
has helped double their income, and I’m talking about some of my clients who already have 6-figure 
businesses, and some of them it has even quadrupled their businesses.  You are going to be far more 
compelling to your prospective clients and be able to make a much bigger impact in your work with them, 
which also leads to more longevity in your existing client relationship and allows you to charge more for 
your services because of the value you are bringing.  Plus this process naturally creates flow because a big 
part of it is expanding and engaging your network.   
 
Now, for some of you, you’re brand new to your businesses or haven’t had your shingle hanging out there 
for very long!  And taking this course and committing to this may actually be your leap into business, and I 
want you to know that I’ve helped dozens and dozens of emerging entrepreneurs do this process as well, 
and it really helps accelerate their growth – the analogy that I like to use is that you will go from zero to 
sixty faster with what you’ll learn here than with any other business strategies I’ve seen.  I believe that the 
tools I’m providing you with will help you create that sustainable, prosperous coaching practice.  And I’ve 
seen people having thriving business in the first year, using some of the things that we will be talking 
about today and over the next several modules.   
 
All right.  So let’s dive on in!  
 
SLIDE TWO - The first thing I want to show is the Broadview Coaching Approach, just to give you a context 
as to where this fits into the bigger picture.  This is not going to solve world peace, however it is really 
why I put together this program, is because I see a lot of entrepreneurs cutting right to the chase, like 
building their website, when they still are unclear about who they really serve.  If you don’t know who 
your divine ideal client is, it’s almost impossible to create a compelling website.  I created my approach 
and process because I believe there are foundational pieces to building your business and if you try to skip 
any of these steps, you will run into challenges attracting and retaining clients.    
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So if you look at the Broadview Coaching Approach, we start with foundational things, which is why we’re 
going to talk about your Compelling Purpose, Your Values, and Strategic Goals in this module, because 
those are the foundations to building a strong business.  It is like you are building a house – with a strong 
foundation, you can build a big, tall and strong house that will last for hundreds of years.  If you don’t 
have a strong foundation, you could spend millions on building a house that won’t be straight or true and 
will start to fall apart.  So these foundational pieces are paramount.  
 
And then we work on Ideal Client Clarification which is about defining your Divine Ideal Client and Market 
Niche and those are like the cornerstones on the foundation of the house you are building.  And THEN you 
can build a business model with “What services am I offering, what products am I offering, what programs 
am I offering that my Divine Ideal Client and Market Niche really want and crave? And I’ve got that 
expertise.”  It’s about finding that sweet spot.  Where what you really want to give and what your clients 
really crave, overlap.   
 
Once you are clear on that, you can define your messaging and build your brand so that it completely 
resonates with your Divine Ideal Client.  When you put a website together at this point, it is going to be 
like an arrow hitting the bullseye.  And from there we build a marketing and business plan.  There are 
hundreds of different marketing and business development tactics, and now you look at you, your 
strengths and interests, your values and your divine ideal client and build a custom plan that caters to 
these factors.  You want to build a plan that brings out your strengths and that really pulls in your divine 
ideal client.  Not all tactics will work for everyone, and depending on who you are, the way you execute 
on these tactics may be different in order for them to be successful.   
 
And then I also work with my clients on strategic partnerships.  A lot of people make the mistake to try to 
create strategic partnerships before all these other factors are clear.  You aren’t likely to create a juicy, 
profitable, long-term and prosperous strategic alliance if you try to forge it earlier on.  I really think this is 
one of the best ways to build your business when you do it right.  It was one of the primary ways that I 
built my business, and I really believe in it.  What I see the most success with my clients is around niche 
development and the credibility marketing that accompanies it, and strategic partnerships. That’s the 
thing that really brings in clients, and that brings in long term clients.  So those of you end up working 
with me, you’ll get the opportunity to go down that path, but I want to show this to you, so that you can 
see that what you’re going to learn in this program and how it fits into the bigger picture. I want to 
encourage you to look at your business models, and look at your marketing, and business development 
plans from the viewpoint of “what my niche needs from me.“ And you’ll find out more about that as we 
go through this program.    
 
SLIDE THREE -So I want to quickly go through what to expect in each of the modules. So in this module 
we’re going to do an overview of the program, and we’re going to dive into Compelling Purpose, then dive 
into Core Values, and finally dive into the one-page business plan concept.   
 
For all of the modules, you will get access to a variety of different exercises and handouts. I do encourage 
you to read through the handouts and have them printed for when you listen to each module so you can 
take notes as you go along.  If you have questions that the module and homework don’t seem to address, 
you can reach out to us at support@broadviewcoaching.com.   The homework for today’s call will be to 
do the Compelling Purpose Visualization and Exercise, create a structure to stay connected to your 
compelling purpose, complete the Values exercises, and to fill in the purpose/values section of the one-
page business plan.   
 

mailto:support@broadviewcoaching.com
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This is going to be a bit of a journey.  We don’t expect that your one page business plan will be complete 
after this first module, in fact, it will have a couple different iterations as you go through the program, 
because you’re going to continue to reflect and refine what your purpose is, what your goals are, based 
on what you’re learning here.   
 
SLIDE FOUR - In the second module, we’re going to explore the Divine Ideal Client concept, and review 
the Divine Ideal Client profile.  Because every client is different, all the questions may apply to you and 
some may not because of your particular business.   
 
Then we’re going to explore Market Niche, what is a niche, what makes a true niche, and understand that 
whole concept, and talk about the misconceptions and concerns that people have about niche marketing. 
Then we will talk about the art of choosing a Niche.  It’s both an art and a science and it’s important that 
you pick a niche that truly resonates with you for the long term.  And then we will talk about your 
personal history, we have an exercise that you will do and how that relates to your Divine Ideal Client and 
potential market niche. Many of my clients have multiple passions and multiple levels of expertise that 
come through in the personal history exercise.  It is about finding the niche that really calls to you.  And 
they are called to you as well.  So we’ll talk about how your personal history exercise may (or may not) 
connect you to your market niche and how it ties into your divine ideal client.  From there we will set the 
stage on how to explore potential niches.   
 
So you’ll do your Divine Ideal Client first draft, and your personal history exercises, talking to 
friends/family to help deepen your clarity and choose up to three Market Niches to explore.   
 
SLIDE FIVE – Then comes module three.  Don’t worry, you don’t need to know what that is just yet but we 
will teach you what a Center of Influence is and Then we’re going to talk about Center of Influence 
Interviews, which is really about market research and how to conduct and set these up.  
 
And then we have an interview template, and we’ll talk about how to customize that, so you can find out 
about you Divine Ideal Client, and what they want from you, what challenges they’re experiencing, what 
pain they have that you can heal, and what deep desires they have that you can help them satiate 
through your process and the accompanying transformation you provide.  
 
Then an important piece is tracking the data so you can really start to see the themes that are emerging 
and go even deeper as you move through your interview process, and then next steps. 
 
Homework from that class is to choose three niches to explore and to customize the interview template., I 
want you to start thinking about this now, if you already know or suspect what your niche or niche 
possibilities will be– who do I want to meet with, who can I possibly talk to who are in my niche, and start 
to think about that.  We’re going to have you set up interviews, and have at least one interview before 
you do the last module.   
 
SLIDE SIX - And the fourth module we’re going to talk about how to analyze and hone in on the data 
you’ve been gathering.  We will review the Ideal Client Profile and I’ll talk you through how to continually 
expand and refine this.  Usually the first draft of the Ideal Client Profile looks very different than the final 
draft.  You’re not going to walk out of here with a final draft, and this is one of the beauties of doing niche 
development, you’re going to find things all along the way, every time you meet with somebody, you’re 
going to get more insight about who your Divine Ideal Client is, and the challenges that you can help them 
solve.  Even now, I continue to hone my Ideal Client Profile because our businesses are continually 
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changing to some degree.  But at the end of this, you’ll have a well honed Divine Ideal Client so that you 
can move on to build out your process, packages, messaging, website, etc.     
 
So in this module, we also will work on creating your Positioning Language to describe that ideal client 
and the work you do with them.   
 
SLIDE SEVEN – And in the last module we will talk about Credibility Marketing because it is one of the best 
approaches for coaches to attract new clients to their business.  We will also talk about how to build out a 
relationship channel and robust network and how to engage them.  This is also one of the best 
approaches to getting referrals into your practice and harnessing potential clients in your network.   
 
Then we will talk about the value of doing a niche specific beta project and how to go about doing that.  
And then we will return back to that one page business plan and finalize it.  Phew!  There you have it! 
 
SLIDE EIGHT - All right, so let’s talk about Compelling Purpose.  So first of all, there are a lot of reasons 
why we do the compelling purpose exercise. One, is that it really helps us figure out what we really 
passionately want to create.  It also helps us realize that sometimes our business is not our first priority, 
and it’s really important for you to know that if that is so. This is something that I do with all my clients, 
because for some of them, their business comes up as number one or two, and for some it’s number 
seven.  And do you think that’s going to impact how or what you’re doing in your business? Absolutely.  If 
you have other things that are more important and passionate for you in your life and your business is #7, 
there’s a lot of things that you should look at there.  A) What’s really the level of commitment to this 
business; is it really the right one, am I being honest with myself?  And how can I design in my world, so 
that I have realistic expectations for myself, when I have all these other priorities that are also more 
important than my business.  And I think it’s really good to be aware of that, so that you can hold yourself 
to high standards, but not beat yourself up if your business isn’t your number one priority.  So I want to 
speak to that.   
 
I also want to say that this is what I call PFN: Purpose For Now.  This will evolve; your business will evolve.  
I’ve been an entrepreneur for over 18 years. My business has continued to evolve.  It is different than it 
was last year, even though my focus has specifically been on professional coaches for over 6 years, my 
focus is different this year, my clients are different this year. It will constantly evolve, and what you are 
passionate about in your business will evolve.  So this is an exercise that you should do frequently.  I 
actually do it about every 6 months, and it helps me stay in check with what’s most important to me and 
that this may shift over time and that is ok.    
 
I also want to talk about form vs. experience. Because there’s a way that we can go through this exercise 
that we can get really specific with the form – and when I say form, as an example, if I wanted to have a 
loving, beautiful relationship, a form version of that would be “I want a man who is 6’2”, who likes skiing, 
hiking and gardening,” and you know, boom boom boom.  You start to get into more details as opposed 
to the experience you want to create.  One of my mentors, Henry Kimsey House, would say that when we 
focus on the form that we are talking about particles and when we focus on particles rather than the 
experience, we can actually prevent ourselves from getting what we really want.  So particularly as you 
think about your business - I want you to think about the experience you want to create in your business.  
Because that is the most important thing.  The details, the black and white details of what you do in your 
business, is not as important as the experience that you have.  And we’ll talk a little bit about that when 
we get there as well.  
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Many things in this program can be a ‘chicken and egg process’– whether we are talking about compelling 
purpose, values, niche or ideal client – it’s sometimes you need to go through different steps to realize 
other things of importance.   I’ll use the example of ideal client.  Sometimes you get amazingly clear about 
your niche by doing a divine ideal client profile first, and figuring out what niches fit that, and sometimes 
you have to do some niche exploration in order to get clear about your niche or your divine ideal client.  
So that’s what I mean by the chicken and egg process.  That sometimes things aren’t always linear and 
you can get the answers you need if you take several different approaches to the same challenge.   
 
And when you go through this Compelling purpose process, you’ll be surprised at what comes up.  Which 
is why we have you do 10 things, and why we have you do the process the way that we do.     
 
So let’s talk about the Compelling Purpose process.  There is an audio that goes with this, a visualization.  I 
don’t want to give it away, but it’s for you to get really in touch with your future self, and some of the 
things that might be hidden from your mature and practical adult self. So that’s why we do the 
visualization, so that you can really tap into some of your inner wisdom that you might have tucked away. 
Now, some people can drop into this visualization right away and it’s poignant.  Other people get 
distracted and don’t fall into it right away.  I encourage you to try again.  If you don’t drop in or don’t get 
answers or find yourself resisting it, go for a walk, come back and try again.  I’ve had many, many people 
resist it or have trouble with it the first time that had beautiful breakthroughs when they tried the 2nd or 
even 3rd time.  There is wisdom that you can tap into when you are able to successfully drop into this 
visualization so I encourage you to stick with it even if it doesn’t work or you don’t particularly like guided 
visualizations.  
 
And after you do that, we ask that you do the exercise, which is basically ‘what would I do if I could not 
fail?  If failure were not an option, what would I really, really want to do with my life? and it’s not just 
business wise, but we definitely want you to talk about your business in this too. 
  
And it will be very interesting if your business doesn’t come up on it.  For most people, business is actually 
going to end up being one of the important things that is up for you right now, but honestly if it doesn’t 
come up, that’s a different conversation to have about that.  But we want you to look at your whole life.  
And the reason why is – and some of you have heard me say this before – you’re not inhabited by an alien 
when you go to work every day.  At least I don’t think so! And really, we have to look at your whole life, 
and what you’re passionate about, because it helps you figure out as you do this, what your priorities are.  
And if your business is #1, then you know wow, I know I’m really committed to this. If your business is #5, 
that doesn’t mean that you’re not committed, but that there are 4 other things in front of it that you are 
more committed to.  And that is important for you to know.  Because as an entrepreneur, your life and 
your business are connected in a way that is different when you go to a job.  You can clock out when you 
come home from a job, at least theoretically.  I know some people that don’t, but there’s a way that you 
can drop in and drop out.  But when you’re an entrepreneur, those boundaries tend to fade away and it’s 
a different experience.   
 
So you want to look at “what would I do if I could not fail,” and then you go through a prioritization of 
your top 10.  And there’s a way to do that that I describe that allows you to compare your list – start with 
what comes up first and then go through the list until you prioritize them.  Let’s say my #1 is to create a 
business where I get to do group programs in front of 300 people and really change their lives. And let’s 
say that #2 is to have another baby.  And #3 is to buy a house on Maui.  So then you say, which is more 
important to me: the business or the baby? If I could have a baby but never have the business of my 
dreams, would I choose that, or if I could have the business of my dreams but never have a baby, which 
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one would I choose?  So for theory’s sake, let’s choose business.  So then I compare #1 to #3. Would I 
rather have the business of my dreams, or a house in Maui? Hmm, business of my dreams.  And you keep 
going down the list by comparing them.  And once you’ve gone all the way down the list and find your 
number one, you do the whole process over with the next one on your list.  
 
Now the important thing with this process is – you find out what your number one is, just because the last 
comparison you came up with is #2, doesn’t mean that it’s #2 on your list. We want you to go through the 
process in completion with each one on the list again.  So after you find what your number one is, we 
want you to go back and compare – let’s just say #1 was #1, great! Then I move to #2, and I compare each 
one to #2 to find out which is my second highest priority, and so on and so on.  This may be a little 
unclear, but I have found that when you do this exercise that you’re opening yourself more and more as 
you go.  And you might be very surprised with what comes up.  Oftentimes things that are #8 or #9 on 
your initial list, are actually #1 or #2 on your final list.   
 
So after you prioritize your top ten, you choose to focus on one or two. Usually they are #1 and #2, but if 
#1 is to have a baby, I know how to do that and I may not feel I need any additional focus on it to make it 
happen! I’m not going to actually choose that as my focus, I’m going to choose #2 which is my business. 
And then you write on the card, or post-it, this is what my PFN is, my CPFN, “this or something better. “  
 
And this is where we get to form vs. experience.  Sometimes when we think we’re talking about it from an 
experience standpoint, we get too attached to what we say, and the Universe sometimes knows better.  
So if I say I want a 6-figure business, then, “this or something better,” because we don’t want to limit 
ourselves to what we know in this moment.  There might be more waiting for us that we haven’t even 
considered.   
 
Ok, so that is the thumbnail version of the Compelling Purpose.   
 
All right.  Now let’s go to Core Values   
 
For those of you who haven’t had a chance yet to look through all of these exercises, they have very 
detailed instruction, and a lot of information.  So what I’m sharing with you is actually a summary of what 
is already in the exercise. So don’t worry if t’s not completely clear to you because you’ll get to read and 
go even deeper with it.  I just wanted to paint the big picture in the module.   
 
SLIDE NINE - One of the other foundational pieces for your business, and one that I think is critical, is 
understanding your core values and being able to use them as a filter for your decisions in your business.  
Again, the beauty of understanding your core values is that it helps you understand your full life, and 
when you’re clear on them, it can become the filter for you to make important decisions.  It has been life 
saving for me, when I’m in a critical decision, to sit down with my values and say “will these values be 
honored if I do this, or will my values be honored MORE doing this, or this?” And it’s important when you 
start to look at niche, because this can really help you. Will my values be more lit up working with 
corporate executives, or working with women and food issues?  So that’s part of why we bring core values 
in to this program.     
 
This is all in your core values packet – your exercises as well, but most people, particularly in Western 
society, and particularly in Canada and the US, live their lives in the ‘Do, Have, Be’ way.  If I work really 
hard, I can save lots of money, and then I can retire in Maui and be happy.  It’s all about future.  It’s like, If 
I do this, then I can have that, and then I can be happy.  And really my belief around fulfillment, is the Be, 
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Do, Have.  If I am present with myself and what is really important to me, and I focus on that, then what I 
need to do organically bubbles out of me – it becomes really clear what I want or need to do.  And then I 
can have what I really want.   
 
So it’s really about being in the experience of it, and be more intentional about having your fulfillment 
now, and not putting off your fulfillment for some future date.  
 
When your core values are all lit up in a positive way, you are fulfilled.  It’s as easy as that.  You think that 
you need to have the house and the 2.3 kids, and the perfect business to be “happy”, that’s not actually 
true.  There are a thousand things you can do with your life and be fulfilled.  The key is to be living your 
core values in their full expression in a positive way.  Now the difference between fulfillment and 
happiness is this -  you can be fulfilled and not necessarily be happy.  An example that I like to use is taking 
care of a dying parent.  That’s not a happy time.  But it can be unbelievably fulfilling if you are focused on 
your core values, in a way where you really don’t want to be doing anything else but being there in that 
moment.  So you know, oftentimes fulfillment and happiness seem like the same thing, but it’s important 
to notice that.  Even when tragedy is happening in your life, doesn’t mean that you can’t be fulfilled and 
get your values fully expressed.  
 
When I initially put this training together, I had just recently talked to a friend who has brain cancer. She 
was a learning and development person who I did a lot of work with about 15 years ago.  I have many 
connections with her.  Her and her wife are co-parents with a man and his partner who are very close 
friends of mine – Clint worked for me for many, many years in multiple executive roles that I had at 
several different companies.  So I know her very well.  And one would think that having brain cancer 
would absolutely suck.  And not that there aren’t pieces that don’t suck about it, but she is actually 
extremely fulfilled right now and living very much in the present.  And we had this beautiful conversation 
about what it’s created for her, and she went back and just got certified in coaching, and is now coaching 
people who are going through cancer because she is hugely passionate about this, even though her 
particular brain tumor is inoperable and she will eventually die from this.  You kind of expect that she 
would just give up working and focus on other things but she has so many values that couldn’t be fully 
expressed “in retirement” and she feels she would just lose meaning in her life.  Sometimes the tragedy in 
our lives actually can bring forward our values in a really beautiful way.  
 
And that’s also connected to niche, because sometime the niche emerges from the tragedies, and the 
pain that we’ve experienced in our lives.   
 
One important distinction - Core Values are charge neutral, but we can often manifest them positively or 
negatively.  An example of that is a value  of excitement.  A negative way to manifest that is through 
gossiping about people and/or creating drama in your life.  Boy that can be juicy and exciting but it’s not 
ultimately fulfilling.  So that’s one of the things that I want you to think about with core values is noticing 
where you have gotten them met negatively so you can bring awareness to yourself and consciously 
choose to look at ways to get them met in a positive way in your business and in your life.   
 
And there is a huge difference between getting them met negatively, and them getting stomped on or 
dishonored.  So when you do the exercise, you’ll see that I refer to stomped on or dishonored and 
manifesting negatively.  And the example that I like to use is… if you have a value around integrity, and 
you’re working for a company that you know is embezzling money from the government, that’s your value 
around integrity being stomped on.  And even though this is negative, it is actually the opposite of the 
value being met.  It’s painful.  It feels painful to you.  And that is what having a stomped on value feels 
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like.  So a negative manifestation means you get the value met, just negatively.  A stomped on value is not 
being met at all or being dishonored, and it’s a painful experience.  And then there is dormancy.  
Dormancy is when a value just isn’t being manifested at all.  Usually when you have dormancy in a value 
or many values, there is a feeling of “ho hum” or flatness in your life.  Maybe even boredom.  As part of 
the core value exercise, not only will you identify your values but where they are being met constructively 
and destructively, where they are being stomped on and where they are dormant.   
 
So the process for exploring your core values is to first do the Peak Experiences exercise.  I call this Part A.  
Peak experiences can be major things that happen in our lives, like graduating from college or your 
wedding day but they don’t have to be major events.  They should be those unforgettable moments and 
memories that you think about often, even if they don’t seem consequential.  One example I use in the 
packet is my Peak Experience that is the happy place I go when I’m stressed, which is thinking about being 
in my grandmother’s field, with her foals.  My grandmother raised Arabian horses, and she had about 10 
new baby horses every Summer.  And that was a peak experience for me. It was simple, it wasn’t a major 
event, I just remember sitting in the field, trying to get these foals to come to me and to let me pet them.  
And so it’s really those times in your life, when it felt like everything was just right.  And some of them 
really are major things like the birth of your child, or the day you got divorced and the papers came in, a 
major promotion you received or whatever it may be.  They can be things like that, but oftentimes they 
aren’t, especially the childhood ones.  Oftentimes it’s just that you remember this time and you always 
think about it.  As an example, the time you went to the beach and your brothers and sisters were there, 
and you had this picnic, and how fun and blissful it was. Then you want to think about “what about that 
experience was important? What about it was lighting me up?  What was I feeling in those moments that 
made it a Peak Experience?” And that is the critical piece because that uncovers the values that were 
being met.  So for my horses in the field experience, it was really about being one with nature, connection 
to these amazing creatures, curiosity, serenity, beauty, challenge, excitement and achievement when I got 
one to let me finally pet them.  It actually was chock full of values.  So write down what first comes to 
mind because it may seem inconsequential but it’s likely not at all.   
 
For the Peak Experience exercise we split your life into 3rds.  For some of us, there are ways as we get 
older, that we shut off or shut down pieces of ourselves sometimes.  And sometimes there are parts of us 
that we had to hide because our parents or others disapproved of us. So we want you to look back on 
your entire life, even your childhood, to find those pieces that you might have tucked away.  And we’re 
looking for themes there – this would be great to share with people you know and trust – because you 
want someone else to look at these and also point out the themes. Because sometimes we’re so close to 
it that we don’t see it.  With my private clients, I have them send me Part A before they move on and 
often I have insights into the values I see that they didn’t notice or pay attention to.   
 
So once you do the Peak Experience exercise, you can share with someone who can say “Oh look! You 
really had this value of accomplishment and achievement in all 6 of these examples.” So you can start to 
see the themes emerging and the ones that are really coming out.   
 
Now some of you have already done values work and some of you already know some of your values.  
Bring that into this too, absolutely. But we want to do the Peak Experiences work so that you have 
something to work with.  It will probably unfold some things that you haven’t seen before or experienced 
before in the other values work that you have done.   
 
Then you want to narrow those Values down to your top ten, and then there’s a piece of the process that 
has you analyze where they are met positively, where they are met negatively ordestructively, where they 
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may lay dormant, and where they’re being stomped on or dishonored.  And that way you can put some 
intention around this going forward. And the great thing is that this will apply to your whole life – this 
could be like “wow, I really need to light up this value more in my partner relationship.”  Or “I really need 
to light this up through my self care.”  So clients even take out the wheel of life and add that dimension to 
this exercise to really see where they can shift to have the greatest impact in the various areas in their 
lives.   
 
And of course, we want you to look at your business.  You may not get all of your core values met in your 
business.  But this is where it will really help with niche.  We want you to pick a market niche and an ideal 
client that naturally will light up more of your Core Values.  And there’s also a place where you have to be 
intentional to really get those needs met.  I had a conversation with a client recently where we were 
talking about how sometimes as a solopreneur, you can have this value around connection, and 
collaboration, which seems in contrary to being a solopreneur.  You have to really be intentional to get 
that met – how can you get that met? Maybe you could do some projects with people, maybe you could 
join a study or mastermind group, maybe you can look at some of the ways that you can be more 
intentional about getting some of those values met that might not automatically get met in your business 
otherwise.   
 
SLIDE TEN -So now let’s talk about the Strategic Business Plan. So I wonder how many of you in a past 
corporate life, have done business plans that were 20 pages long, took you hours and hours and hours, 
and mostly sat on a  shelf after the executive team looked at it?  We don’t want to do that, we want to do 
something that is useful and visual, so that you can hang it right at your desk, or laminate it and put it in 
the folder you carry everywhere.  All the things that can help you stay focused on your top business 
priorities right there.  I’m going to walk you through the whole Strategic Business Plan, but you don’t need 
to fill out all the components now.  We will be circling back to this to fill it out in it’s totality at the end of 
Module 5 when you have the clarity you need about your Divine Ideal Client to complete your Strategic 
Goals. 
 
SLIDE TEN – So here is the overview.  We start with Clarity of Purpose.  This is born out of your Compelling 
Purpose exercise.  And we hope your business will come up during that Compelling Purpose exercise!  This 
is really the “What” of your business.  What is it that you want to create at a high level? What is that 
Purpose for Now or what I call your PFN.  Then we want you to think about the Theme you want for the 
year.  What is the experience you want to have in your business this year?  This will help remind you of 
how you want your business to feel and make sure you stay in alignment with that feeling.  Do you want it 
to be about “Momentum and Growth” or “Joy, Ease and Grace”.  You can feel how different those two 
are.  What is the feeling you want to experience in your business this year?  Then we’ll go into Focus, 
which is really about the high level “how” – so Clarity of Purpose is really the high level ‘what’ and Focus is 
the high level ‘how.’ That is really the type of business or offerings you want to put out in the world.  Do 
you want a 1:1 coaching practice or do you want group programs?  We will talk more about this in the last 
module, once you’ve done more research, as sometimes your Focus can change based on the research 
and work you do in this Program.   Then you want to include your Top 10 Values, as they are an important 
filter for you as you make decisions about your business.  And lastly, you will have your Strategic Goals 
split into three sections over the next 18 months that you will fill out later after you’ve gone through all of 
the modules.  We will go into more detail on how to complete this part at the end of Module.   
 
SLIDE TWELVE - So this is the format, I’m going to skip to the example, which I’ve filled out, so that you 
get an idea of what these things look like.  So Clarity of Purpose, High Level What, I wrote…. “A coaching 
and teaching organization that helps professional coaches build prosperous, joyful, full coaching practices  
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about a year, in a way that is conscious and spiritually aligned.” So on yours you want to think about 
“what is my high level “what” and how can I succinctly describe it in a sentence?”   
 
And then with your theme, I wrote three words that symbolize the experience I want to FEEL in my 
business this year which is joy, ease, and grace.  This becomes a key filter for your decisions.  Will this 
bring me more or less joy, ease and grace?  If it doesn’t feel full of joy, ease, and grace, it will be a 
powerful “no” for me in my business this year.  So, what is the feeling I want to experience in my business 
this year?  And see this as a filter for you as you make your choices this year.   
 
And then the Focus, which is the High Level How, I’ve written down 3 primary things for my own business.  
On a top level, what do I already know what I want to do? (at least today). And know that once you do 
some of these market research interviews, this might change. This is a little bit of the chicken and egg 
piece – you have to start somewhere.  But really, right now, how do I imagine that I want to do my 
business?  Do I want to coach one on one, do I want to do group programs, do I want to work with 
corporations or individuals?  Whatever you already know about your business.  And know it may not be 
what you are already doing.  This or some of this may come through on your Compelling Purpose exercise.    
 
So my example, there are really three primary things I do and want to do in my business: I want to coach 
one on one with motivated entrepreneurial coaches who want a customized approach.  Education 
programs that provide content as well as some guidance and feedback (like this one).  And I want to do 
bigger things, like tele-summits and tele-seminars, and speaking engagements that provide high-level 
content to a broader audience, both as a host and a speaker. This is both a feeder to my other two legs of 
my business, and it helps build my following and help expand my ripple effect in the world of coaches.  
And that’s what my business is all about.   
 
And you’ll put your Top Ten Values here, like you can see here so that your values are also always really 
present as you think about your business strategically.  And note that the Values don’t have to be in any 
particular order, just the top 10.  And lastly, the Strategic Goals, Don’t  worry, you don’t have to do these 
yet as these will got a lot clearer as you move through the program, but if you already have ideas, go for 
it! Put it down in your first draft.  If you don’t know yet, that’s okay.  We’re going to return to this at the 
end of the class and really make sure that you leave the class with a clarity of what you’re going to focus 
on in the next 3 months, the next 3-9 months and the next 9-18 months.   
 
SLIDE THIRTEEN So that is Module One!  Just a reminder of your homework for this Module: You want to 
do your Compelling Purpose exercise and workbook, your Core Values exercise; and you want to fill out 
the Purpose and Values section on your One Page Business Plan.  Feel free to fill out other things you 
think you already know, but don’t get too attached to outcome at this point.  Know that you’ll either want 
to do it in pencil, or be willing to print out a new copy. Because it definitely is not going to be the final 
version, but it’s a starting place that will help you focus through this process.   
 
Thank you for tuning into Module one! Make sure to complete all your homework from this module 
before moving on.  See you soon! 
  
 
 
 


